This Addendum is in response to the inquiries from potential bidders. This Addendum constitutes changes to the specifications as sent out in the original RFP and other pertinent information shared with all vendors. All changes and information listed on this Addendum should be considered as the official modifications to the specifications and should be included in your proposal with these in mind.

Please acknowledge your receipt of this addendum by attaching a signed copy of the addendum with your proposal response.

Received and acknowledged by: ___________________________________________

1. **Question:** Under general conditions page 6 - Qualifications of workers – Question: Can we on page 25 make an exception to bid using a Degreed BS in Horticultures in lieu of a CLP and or a CLT and will this be excepted as a more then significant substation by the College?

   **Answer:** No, the degree in horticulture cannot be used in place of the CLP or CLT.